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I. INTRODUCTION

When a tube-launched projectile uncorks the muzzle, high pressure
propelling gases expand to a velocity which is much faster than the
projectile velocity. The expansion, at first unsteady, with gasdynamic
properties in the expanding muzzle jet flow changing quickly with time,
becomes quasi-steady as conditions in the jet change more slowly with
time.

Early theoretical and experimental studies were made of the quasi-
steady flow regme*, 2. Using spark shadow photography of bullets being
fired from small caliber weapons, it was shown that the expansion of pro-
pellant gases for supersonic firings is characterized by the formation
of an underexpanded jet structure having embedded shocks and a mixed
supersonic/subsonic flow. More recent experiments3 ,4 examined the quasi-
steady flow ahead of guns in greater detail. Additionally, in connection
with propulsion, control, and guidance of aerospace systems, many theo-
retical and experimental studies have been made of the steady, under-
expanded jet. References 5 and 6 survey much of the work done for

1. K. Oswatitsch, "Intermediate Ballistics," Deutsche Luft und
Rawufahrt Forschungs - Bericht 64-37, DVL Bericht 358, 1964.

2. C. Cranz and B. Glatzel, "Die Ausstrdfnung von Gasen Bei Hohen
Anfangsdrucken," Ann. der Physik, Vol. 43, 1914.

3. G. A. Schroeder, "Experimentele Untersuchungen zur Stroemung-
sausbiidung in der Pulvergasglocke, " Bericht E4-71, Arbeitsgruppe
fzr Ballistische Forschung, Weil am Rhein, 1971.

4. E. M. Schmidt and D. D. Shear, "The Formation and Decay of Impul-
sive, Supersonic Jets," AIAA Paper No. 74-531, AIAA 7th Fluid and
Plasma Dynamics Conference, Palo Alto, CA, June 1974. Also DRL
Report 1692. "The Flow Field About an M-16 Rifle," January 1974,
AD 916646L.

5. E. M. Schmidt, "Muzzle Devices, A State-of-the-Art Survey.
Volume I: Hardware Study," BRL Memo Report 2276, February 1973,
AD 909325L

6. T. C. Adamson, Jr., "The Structure of the Rocket Exhaust Plume
Without Reaction at Various Altitudes," Supersonic Flow, Chemical
Processes and Radiation Transfer, Pergamon Press, New York, 1964.

-This is part of an area of ballistics called intermediate ballistics

by Oswatitschl. We call it transitional ballistics, defined as the
coupling of the projectile's interior ballistics phase with its free
flight aerodynamic phase. Tt deals with interactions between the pro-
jectile and its tube launcher at exit from the muzzle,interactions be-
tween the projectile and muzzle effluents, and coupling of the tube
emptying process to the flow field at the muzzle.
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ste!ady and quasi-steady jets. Only a small number of papers have been
devoted to the unsteady, underexpanded jet and they have been limited
to free jets issuing from very small orifices, fo'r example, references
7 and 8.

Making measurements near the muzzle of guns is difficult. This
difficulty, caused primarily by particulate matter in the muzzle
effluents which can damage probes and can make the gas opaque to optical
probing, has limited previous studies to the quasi-steady flow far from
the muzzle where the gases are more transparent. However, we are
interested in the unsteady flow very near the muzzle of guns where
muzzle devices operate and where the most significant gasdynamic forces
and moments can be imparted to a projectile during its transitional
ballistics phase. We want to be able to "see" the development of the
unsteady flow field soon after a projectile emerges from the muzzle and
we want to make measurements in it for eventual comparison with several
competing hydrodynamic computer codes9 .

To overcome these experimental problems and to have laboratory
control over operating conditions, muzzlp jet flow simulators were
constructed, each with its own characteristics and advantages, which
use clean propelling gases of known properties. In these simulators,
we have made photographs of the fundamental case of an unsteady flow
field free of a projectile's disturboince; that is, of the axisymmetric,
supersonic, underexpanded jet which forms behind a normal shock wave
after it leaves the tube. For this case, we have also made pressure
and heat transfer measurements at the muzzle and in the expanding flow
field ahead of the muzzle on the jet axis. We have also made photo-
graphs of the developing flow field soon after a projectile leaves the
muzzle. Of particular interest is an optical technique using a ruby
laser as a multiple-pulse light source which we have found useful to
obtain a sequence of several laser interferograms for a single simula-
tor run10 . One big advantage of this technique is that in the clean gas

7. J. D. Buckmaster, "An Investigation of Cylindrical Starting Flows,"
AIAA Journal, Vol. 2, No. 8, September 1964.

8. I. ?4. Naboko, T. V. Bazhenova, A. I. Opera, and V. A. Belavin,
"Formation of a Jet of Shock-Heated Gas Outflowing into Evacuated
SPuc, " Astronauvica Acta, Vol. 17, Pergqnon Press, New York, 1972.

9. C. K. Zoltani, "Evaluation of the Computer Codes BLAST DORF, HELP,
and HEP for Suitability of Underexpanded Jet Flow Calculation,"
BRL Report 1659, August 1973, AD 768708.

10. F. H. Oertel, Jr., "Laser Interferometry of Unsteady, Underexpanded
Jets," Proc. IntI'. Cong. Instr. in Aerospace Situlation Facilities,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, 1973. Also
BRL Report 1694, January 1974. AD 773664.
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of the simulator, it is possible to obtain quantitative data for the
entire flow field (contours of constant density) at several instants
in time during the unsteady flow development near the muzzle and in
the later quasi-steady flow. Since all the photographs are obtained
for "he run, the interpretation of data is not complicated by initial
conditions differing from run-to-run.

The above experiments and the muzzle jet flow simulators in which
they were done will be discussed in this paper.

II. SIMULATORS

Figures 1 and 2 show dimensions and details of the two muzzle
jet flow simulators we have used, which shall be called MJS-l and
MJS-2, respectively. In each facility, clean, high pressure gases
of known properties rupture a diaphragm and drive a projectile down
the tube to exit into the test section containing a receiver gas. Or,
when there is no projectile in the tube, a shock wave propagates into
the receiver gas after the diaphragm ruptures. In both simulators,
we can use a variety of gases as the driver and receiver gases. In
this way, we can vary experimental parameters, such as ratio of specific
heats, molecular weight, Mach number, propellant energy, projectile and
shock velocities, etc.

The simulator shown in Figure 1, MJS-I, resulted from modification
of a shock tube. Conversion to a muzzle jet flow simulator was
accomplished by bolting a mounting or breech plate to the shock tube's
test section. A tube with a 25.4mm diameter smoothbore was screwed into
the plate. The result was a "gun" with an essentially infinite chamber
length. We used a scribed aluminum diaphragm (1v 0.8mm thick with an
unsupported area of 25.4mm diameter) to seal the tube.

In this simulator, the high pressure reservoir of propelling gases
was created by shock reflection in the following way. Using combustion-
heating of heliumI1 , the pressure in the shock tube's driver (located
upstream to the left on Figure 1) was increased so that the diaphragm
between the driver and driven sections ruptured. The resulting shock
wave propagated down the shock tube to be reflected from the breech
plate, thereby increasing the temperature and pressure of the air there.
For these experiments, the shock tube driven section contained air at
0.41 atm; the stagnated air pressure and temperature were in the
neighborhood of 70 atm and 20000 K, respectively.

11. I. I. Glass and J. G. Hall, Handbook of Supersonic Ao-odyncnics,
Shock Tubes, Section 18, NAVORD Report 1488 (Vol. 6), 1959.
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KJS-2 was fabricated from a 37mm gun smoothbored to a diameter of
381ui. It has a spin-on breech and a diaphragm holder which is loaded

like a cartridge. We used unscribed aluminum diaphragms (,' 1mm thick
with an unsupported area of n 12.7mm) to separate the driver gas from
ni.e receiver gas. Diaphragm opening pressure was nu 270 atm. With a
projectile ahead of the diaphragm, the simulator is a gun. Without a
projectile, it is a conventional shock tube. We operated with cold
helium, cold nitrogen, and combustion-heated helium drivers; the
receiver gas was air.

NJS-l is quite large: it requires at least two men to safely
prepare it for a run. NJS-2 can be prepared easily by one man in a
short time. Because of the short time needed to prepare NIJS-2 for
a run, it was used for most of our testing.

The main advantage of MJS-1 over MJS-2 is that the flow behind a
projectile launched using air or nitrogen is laminar. This is essential
for interferometry, because the disordered nature of turbulent flow
destroys the fringe pattern. Interferograms made of the flow from
NJS-1 with air as the propelling gas and air as the receiver gas showed
no turbulence. The Reynolds number for this flow was well below the
critical Reynolds number for transition from laminar to turbulent
flowI I , 12 . For a projectile launched from JS-2, the Reynolds number
for heavy gases such as air and nitrogen was near the critical Reynolds
number. Since the WUS-2 tube is much longer than the MJS-I tube, the
flou has more time to transist, Also, the reservoir in MJS-l may have
smaller initial disturbances than the reservoir in NUS-2. Even for
shock waves propagating into air in INUS-2, a transition to turbulence
was seen late in the flow, but only aiter we were no longer interested
in the jet development. For a light gas (helium) driver, there was no
noticeable turbulence of the gas behind projectiles launched from NUS-2.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Optical Techniques

The optical set-up for our experiments using sequence laser inter-
ferometry is shown in Figure 3. Major components are the laser light
source, Mach-Zend , . optical interferometer, and high speed camera,
The flow direction shown is for MJS-l; flow is in the opposite direction
for NJS-2, but, for clarity, they are shown to be the same in this report.

1. Sequence Laser Light Source

To photograph the transient processes occurring at the muzzle

12. H. Schlichting, Boundary Layer Theory, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., New York, 1960.

10
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of our simulators, we developed a multiple-pulse light source. We tried
electro-optic (Pockels cell) and passive (bleachable dye absorber) Q-
switching a ruby laser. The latter proved to be more reliablel0 .

Passive Q-switching is accomplished by placing a cell containing
a reversible, bleachable dye solution between the laser head and the
100% reflector, as in Figure 3. Cryptocyanine dissolved in methanol has
the proper absorption characteristics for the ruby laser's fundamental
wavelength of 6943A. The metal ion occupying the center of the complex
molecule in solution affects the exact location of the absorption band
peaks and the relaxation rates (rates for the ion to return to its
normal absorbent condition). The concentration of the dye and the
length of the cell (,, 1 cm) are so arranged that cell transmission is
approximately 50% when the photon density from the rod is low. As
pumping continues, the photon density rises rapidly, saturating the
available ionic energy levels and the dye bleaches. Cavity gain
increases rapidly and a giant pulse is generated with a typical pulse
width of 10-20 ns, often much shorter than those generated by electronic
shutters, a difference which can be critical for our experiments.

Control of jitter (uncertainty in the time giant pulsing occurs)
is also important for these experiments. In practice, we have found
that for careful control of the dye concentration and pumping voltage,
a jitter of less than ± 10 ps was common for both the single-pulse and
multiple-pulse modes--somewhat better than the specification of ± 50 us
quoted by most manufacturers. To a lesser extent, the number of pulses
and their separation could also be regulated by careful attention to
these variables.

2. Cameras

Two cameras were used in these experiments: a single frame
camera for the shadowgrams, and a multi-frame, high speed camera for
the finite fringe interferograms. The shadow camera used was typical
of many such cameras which use parallel light to illuminate the shadow
field and a second lens (L3 on Figure 3) for image formation. A nano-

second duration (r, 40 ns) spark light source with a diameter of , O.5mm
was used to backlight the flow field.

To make the interferograms, the Mach-Zehnder optical inter-
ferometer, which operates on the principle of ray amplitude divisionl 3,
was backlighted by the sequence laser light source, as shown on
Figure 3. In the film plane one sees, for each laser pulse, a pattern

13. R. L. Rowe, "Interfeyometers for Hypervelocity Ranges," ISA Trans.,
Vol 5, No. 1, 1966.
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of alternate light .and dark fringes which are parallel in the undisturbed

gas, but shift in the disturbance.

The high speed camera on Figure 3 is slitless and shutterless.

It consists of lens, L3 . and a rotating 4-sided mirror which sweeps images

(f the laser-illu'ninated event onto a stationary strip of film '" 240mi, wide

x 3m long. The film drum is located ", 1.04m from the front surface of the

rotating mirror for a test area magnification of ru 0.83. Commercial high

speed panchromatic film (ASA 1250) with .in extended red sensitivity was

used to record the interferorams (and shadowgrams).

The mirror is rotated by a cone-shaped turbine drivel, by bottle

gases. The turbine is unique in that the driving gas also serves as

,a fluid bearing. For some eyperimcits, we used nitrogen at an inlet

pressure of -,, 4 atm to drive the m:rror at v 75,000 RPM--a writing speed

of l,.2iiim/iJs or, for our optics, a framing rate of - 100,000 frames/s.

3. Typical Optical Experiments

First we will describe a typical sequence laser experiment

done in NLUS-1 after a normal shock leaves the tube. There are several

events to he synchronized over which we have little control; such as:

the mirror is spun-up to full speed at the time of the experiment so

its orientation cannot be controlled; the film drum is not a full 1800

arc so photographs can be lost; and the dye-controlled shutter cannot

be triggered precisely (as an electronic shutter can). In addition,

v:hen using a laser as a light source for photography, S00-1000 las must

he allowed for pumping the laser rod--irrespective of the method of Q-

switching.

For a completely synchronized experiment, the 
shock should

exit from the tube as the first laser pulse is generated; and subsequent

laser pulses should be if equal intensity with precisely-set 
spacing

between pulses. Moreover, the rotating miTror should be oriented 
so

that all pulse3 will be reflected onto the film.

We found that we could predict onset of lasing much more

accurately than we could predict shock exit. Therefore, we found it

best to first adjust for several laser pulses, then to set timing so

that the expected time of shock exit would be bracketed 
by the pulse

ti,ii. "o" t"his experimen.t, duration of the pulse train could not be

more than ', 185 ps (the time for the mirror to complete a sweep of

the film) or a portion of the film might be doubly-exposed. To pre-

vent this rerun, duration of the pulse train was tailored 
by readjusting

the dye concentration or pumping voltage, but care 
had to be taken not

to lose the other pulse train characteristics we wanted.

Figure 4 shows an oscilloscope trace of the static pre. ure

measured in ItIS-1 by an electrically-isolated, calibrated piezoelectric

pressure gage shock-mounted in the wall of the tube 3.97mm from the

exit plane. (A second pressure gage was mounted about midway between

12
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the diaphragm and the muzzle to serve as a trigger for peripheral
equipment and so that shock velocity could be measured.) Passage of
the shock is indicated by an abrupt increase In amplitude. Pressure
remains constant as the shock-heated air flows past, followed by the
cooler air behind the contact front. The pressure is seen to increase
after ", 40 Us as upstream disturbances arrive. The sequence of laser
pulses for this run is also shown on the trace. The shape of each
laser pulse is due to saturation of the photoelectric diode (solar cell)
used to record the pulses. The laser interferograms made for the first
three pulses on Figure 4 are reproduced in Figure 5; elapsed times after
the shock wave leaves the tube are given under each photograph, and
conditions at exit are given in the caption. A sequence of laser photo-
graphs made similarly in KJS-2 for a nitrogen driver are shown in
Figure 6, where particulars arc again in the caption.

Using the nanosecond-duration spark light source and camera
described earlier, shadow photographs were made for separate run, at
various times after normal shock waves and projectiles left the 38mm
tube of MJS-2 to enter the test section containing air at a pressure
of "u 0.041 atm. Two series of spark shadow photographs are shown in
Figures 7 and 8. The elapsed times after exit from the tube are shown
below each frame and conditions measured at exit are given in the
captions. The flow of nitrogen propelling gas is clearly turbulent,
as discussed in the section on simulators.

Before leaving this section, it is worth mentioning that
duration of the light pulses is very important for these highly
transient gasdynamic processes. For example, if the pulse duration is
1- 2 ps, as for a BH-6 mercury arc source commonly used for inter-
ferometry or for a crowbarred spark light source, a shock wave moving
at a velocity of 2000 m/s will move 4mm on a fixed piece of film
(shadow photograph) during the exposure time, too much for resolution
of the shock wave. For our nanolite and for the laser, the exposure
times were N 1/S0 that of such a source, so that shock movement was
only a fraction of a millimeter. This problem of pulse duration is
even more critical for swept image photography using the rotating mirror.
At a mirror rotational speed of "' 80,000 RPM, the writing speed on the
film is N 17mm/ps. For a pulse width of 30 ns, the imare will be
smeared for v 1/2mm, which we have found to be satisfactory for resolu-
tion of the interference fringe pattern. We have noticed pulses of
this duration and shorter for our ruby rod of select optical quality.
For ordinary rods, duration of pulses is much longer. Photographs
made with pulses from these rods exhibited objectionable streaking of
the grain pattern at the mirror rotational speed used.

B. Other Instrumentation Techniques

Both simulators were instrumented so that pressure, velocity, and
heat transfer measurements could be made. Only a few heat transfer
measurements were made using a thin-film gage1 . For each run, static

13



prcssure-history and velocity were measured at two locations in the tube
as described earlier in connection with Figure 4.

For the nonprojectile runs in WJS-2, shock waves propagated into
air at a pressure of '- 0.041 atm at velocities of v 1900 m/s (helium
driver) and ,, 1000 m/s (nitrogen driver). For both drivers, the
diaphragm bursting pressure was "' 270 atm and the driver gas tempera-
ture was in the neighborhood of 3000 K. These were also the driver
conditions when projectiles were launched, except for the combustion-
heated helium driver where pressures were the same, but temperatures
were an order of magnitude higher.

For shock wave runs in MJS-2, pitot pressure and static pressure
were measured on the axis of the tube at several locations downstream
of the muzzle. Static pressure measurements were made with the pancake
gage l4 shown in the insert on Figure 9a, a spark shadow photograph
showing the gage sting-mounted in the flow. The pancake portion of the
gage is 24.3mm in diameter and is 1.8mm thick. The piezoelectric
sensing element, located in the center of the pancake, is exposed to
the flow on its upper and lower surfaces. Pitot pressure was measured
with the gage shown similarly in Figure 9b. The piezoelectric sensing
element is ' 5.6mm in diameter. Care was taken to compensate for
thermal and acceleration effects and to reduce cable noise.

Figures 10 and 11, respectively, show sample oscilloscope traces
of static pressure and pitot pressure for different runs after a shock
wave leaves the tube at a velocity of "' 1900 m/s, the same flow condi-
tions as for the shadow photographs, Figure 7. For the top trace in
each figure, the gage is closer to the muzzle than for the bottom
trace, as shown in each caption. Several such traces were made for
other gage locations, and shadowgrams such as those in Figure 9 were
made. For each run, the angle between the axis of sting-mounted gage
and the axis of the tube was two degrees or less.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Optical Data

Thc intorferograms shown in Figures 5 and 6 can be reduced to a
series of maps of constant density contours--one map for each photo-

14. P. S. Westine and F. Hoese, "BZast Gauge for Measuring Shocks
with Short Wavelengths.," Southwest Research Institute Interim
Report, Contract No. 0178-69-C-0318, May 1970.
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graph--by methods described, for example, in references 15 and 16.
Reduction is to begin soon using an automatic fringe reader.

Figures 5 and 6 are qualitatively similar. In both figures, the
shock wave expanding from the muzzle (outer shock) is indicated by a
sharp upward fringeshift caused by a density increase through the
shock as one moves from the straight, parallel fringe pattern of the
undisturbed receiver gas into the disturbance. Within the disturbance,
Figure Sc and Figures 6e and 6f, there is a rather sharp increase in
the fringeshift as one moves from the tube in the flow direction. This
is caused by the density jump through the recompression shock or inner
shock (Mach disc for steady, underexpanded jets) which recompresses
the rapidly-expanded tube gas to match pressure with the gas behind
the outer shock. At earlier times there is also an indication of a
shock, resulting from expansion of the tube gas at the lip of the
tube, which grows to become the completed inner shock. One should be
careful when interpreting axisymmetric interferograms, because fringe-
shift depends on geometry as well as density, but these discontinuities
are clear.

The shock waves in the vicinity of the lip are seen more clearly
on the shadow photographs of Figure 7; an intercepting shock and jet
boundary are also seen. The intercepting shock is formed when ex-
pansion waves from the muzzle reflect from the jet boundary as com-
pression waves which coalesce to become the intercepting shock. A
contact front is seen between the shock waves. It is an entropy dis-
continuity between the tube gas and the gas behind the expanding outer
shock wave. The ipner and outer shock wave motion is reproduced as a
function of time on Figure 12 from photgraphs like those in Figure 7
made for runs in MJS-2 for which the measured in-tube shock velocity
was repeatable to within ± 2%, much better than in MJS-l and better
than in either simulator when launching projectiles.

It is seen on Figure 7a that the recompression shock, intercepting
shock, and contact front are formed almost instantaneously due to
lateral expansion of the tube gas at the lip of the tube. At these

15. R. Ladenburg, C. C. Van Voorhis, and J. Wikle,. "Intevfev-
metric Studies of Faster than Sound Phenomena, Part II. Analysis
of Supersonic Air Jets," Phys. Rev., Vol. 76, No. 5, 1949.

16. F. D. Bennett, W. C. Carter, and V. E. Bergdoit, "Interferometric
Analysis of Air Flow About Projectiles in Free Flight,"
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 23, No. 4, 1952; also BRL Report No. 797,
IMarch 1952, AD 801758.
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early times, the gas on the axis does not feel the lack of lateral
constraints. This is implied by the still-normal shock wave on the
axis in Figures 7a and 7b. On other photographs, we observed that in
the neighborhood of 23 ps, the apparent center of the outer shock
expansion appeared to literally jump from the face of the muzzle to
a point on Figure 7c nu 13mm ahead of the muzzle. (Soon thereafter, it
increased linearly with time.) Before 23 ps, the apparent center was
inside the tube. At those early times, assigning a location to the
expansion center is nebulous, but a jump is still evident. On these
photographs and others (Figures Sa and 6c and d), we have seen a bulge
of the outer shock .in the axial direction near the jet axis. This
bulge persists for more than 20 ps for the conditions of Figure 7
until the outer shock takes on a more spherical shape as the inner
shock begins to form on the axis of the jet. Between Figures 7d and
7e, the incomplete inner shock first conforms to the shape of the
outer shock (the hint of a sharp gradient due to the inner shock is
seen in the vicinity of the jet axis on Figure 7e), then the gradients
increase in strength and formation is complete N 10 is after Figure 7d.
On Figure 12 we see that the inner shock wave grows steadily without
changing shape appreciably (as does the intercepting shock) until it
closes quickly to the jet axis. (Some contours which make the progress
of this closure clearer were omitted, because they were too close
together.) The interface between the shocks does not appear to close to
the axis and adjust as quickly. It is still deformed on Figure 7f.
Once the inner shock wave is formed, the flow appears to be quasi-steady
and the inner and outer shocks propagate together, appearing to be
scaled replicas of one another, as observed in reference 7 for expansion
of a two-dimensional supersonic jet from a small orifice.

For the projectile runs, Figure 8, certain features of the flow-
field are qualitatively similar to the free jet runs. Others are
clearly different because of the projectile's ii.fluence. First, as
the projectile uncorks the muzzle, a small annular orifice is formed.
A choked condition exists for an instant so that the propelling gases
expand supersonically into the receiver gas from an initially sonic
condition. This outer shock is seen to be affected by the presence
of the projectile. For this small orifice, the inner shock and inter-
cepting shock are formed "instantaneously," After formation, the inner
shock is qualitatively the same as for non-projectile runs; only the
turning angle of the flow is larger, because the ratio of exit pressure
to ambient pressure, p e/p., is larger here. For these projectile runs,

the flow of propelling gases is turbulent, as discussed earlier, so the
interface between the ambient air, which has been processed by the
outer shock wave, and the propelling gases cannot be located precisely.

The most striking influence of the projectile is the shock wave
at the projectile base which moves with the projectile velocity (to
experimental accuracy). We noted that it is not until later in the
expansion that the shock wave at the base takes on the characteristics
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of a true "bow" wave; that is, the extremities of the shock bend in
the flow direction. When that happens, the location of the extremities
relative to the inner shock is nearly the same as we see in these
photographs.

B. Flow Characteristics in the Simulators

Shock tube flow from the muzzle has similar characteristics in
both simulators. For example, since the flow behind the normal shock
waves was always supersonic, pressure relief at the muzzle was not
felt upstream in the tube. As a consequence, the pressure at the
muzzle remained constant after an abrupt increase as the shock passed--
for n, 40 Vs (Figure 4) in MJS-l and in MJS-2 for 1 ' 200 ps for the
fast shock wave and ', 400 Vs for the slow shock wave. However, although
pressure (and velocity) remain constant during this time, the Mach
number--hence, the energy flux from the tube1' --increases abruptly as
an in-tube contact front passes. This contact front is an interface
between the cool driver gas and the shock-heated tube gas.

Preliminary measurements in MJS-2 with thin-film heat transfer
gages sting-mounted on the tube axis near the muzzle and in the tube
wall near the muzzle showed a jump as the shock wave passed, then
a linear voltage response by the gage. The traces imply that the flow
behind the shock wave has constant properties which last N 140 Vs for
the fast shock wave and "v 370 ps for thu slow shock wave. These times
are in good agreement with the theoretical "useful test times"
computed for real air from Figures 5.1-4a and -4b of reference 11 and
halved, as recommended by the authors to bring theoretical test times
into agreement with times observed by others. The test time predicted
in this way for the run of Figures 4-6 was 1v 30 ps. The traces in-
dicated that for the slow shock wave, where the driver gas was nitrogen,
the test time was ended by the flow becoming turbulent. Turbulence
was also seen on late-time interferograms for this driver gas after
we were no longer interested in jet development.

The pitot pressure traces in Figure 11 for the fast shock wave
show that for the gage nearest the muzzle, the total pressure remained
constant for nearly 100 ps after the outer shock wave passed. (The
static pressure at the muzzle for this flow remained constant for
"' 200 Vs.) This time is comparable to the theoretical and experimental
times mentioned in the previous paragraph, which measure when the
contact surface leaves the tube. Most of our pictures were made for
this fast shock before 100 ps had elapsed.

17. A. K. Celmins, "Theoretical Basis of the Recoiless Rifle
Interior Ballistics Code RECRIFJ" BRL Report (to be published).
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At the farthest gage location, there is a distinct plateau
behind the shock wave. This plateau was correlated to the region
between the outer and inner shock waves using Figure 12 and the shadow
photographs of gage location, such as in Figure 9. All traces made
with the gage located beyond the point where the inner shock wave
closed to the jet axis showed this plateau. The decrease in pitot
pressure following the plateau was associated with flow of the under-
expanded gases over the gage. Notice that for the static pressure,
Figure 10, the pressure in the core during early jet development
(top trace) was quite high, but it clearly showed underexpansion in
the lower trace as the gage pressure fell below ambient receiver
pressure. The change in slope of the decreasing pressure appears to
take place at about the same time for all traces made after the inner
shock wave is complete; it lags the pressure rise in the outer shock
wave by rv 20 ps. This constant lag, which could be associated with
what appears to be self-similar growth of the two shocks, was also
seen when thn inner and outer shock positions, Figure 12, were over-
laid on the gage locations, such as Figure 9.

Figure 13 shows peak static pressure and peak pitot pressure
measured just behind the outer shock wave plotted as a function of
time. The times correspond to those on Figure 12. They are delay times
from the gage which triggers the oscilloscopes and the spark light
source. Using them here makes it easier to compare pressures and
optical data. The pressures were normalized by dividing by standard
atmospheric pressure.

Fur projectile launches, the muzzle pressure iatio, pe /p., for a

heavy gas driver (air or nitrogen) is higher in MIJS-l (,' 350 - 500) than
in MJS-2 (N 150 - 250) for projectile muzzle velocities in the subsonic
to low supersonic range, although the reservoir pressure was about a
factor of four higher in W4S-2. This was true, because of the larger
volume of the longer and larger MJS-2 tube.

C. Scaling

The time for the inner shock wave to form on the jet axis should
scale with the time it takes for a signal to propagate across the muzzle
at the local sound speed at the muzzle. That says that if it takes 60 us
for the inner shock to form for the fast shock wave in MJS-2, it should
take " 100 Ps for the inner shock to form behind the slow shock wave.
This is borne out by the photographs like Figure 6. For the run in
MJS-l, this time should be less than in 1JS-2 by the ratio of tube
diameters and less by the ratio of sound speeds behind the respective
shock waves; that is, N 35 ps. This is the time observed for the
inner shock to form in this case. These results are apparently in-
dependent of pressure ratio at the muzzle which is quite diff%.rent
for each case.

18
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Axial distances from the muzzle to the outer shock, Xo, to the

inner shock, Xi, and to the apparent center, Xc, of the radially-

expanding outer shock (inner shock and outer shock are closely con-
centric shortly after the inner shock formation is complete) were
measured from interferograms and shadowgrams for several runs. These
measurements are shown plotted on Figure 14 as functions of elapsed
time after leaving the muzzle. Data points for the outer shock wave
at very early times--when the apparent center was negative--were not
plotted. The flagged symbols on the figure denote runs made in MJS-2;
the plane symbols are for runs made in MJS-I. All measurements were
made from sequence interferograms, except the X's, which were made
from the series of shadowgr'ms, such as in Figure 7. Shock position is
normalized by dividing by the diameter of the tube in NJS-I.

The data for the outer shock wave in WS-I show that its growth
obeys a power law X - X C tn, where n = 0.715. This value for

O c

the exponent agrees well with results for the case of a supersonic
jet of air pushed from the barrel of a rifle ahead of a bullet traveling

at supersonic speed (n = 0.767)4 . That flow is similar to the flow
in MJS-I in that the energy flux increases step-wise during the testing
time as the in-tube contact surface passes1 7. Theory for a spherical
blast wave (see, for example, reference 18) shows that n = 3/5 for a
cons':ant rate of energy addition; when the rate of energy addition is
linear in time, the exponent is n = 4/5. These two theoretical values
bracket the experimental values above.

Since the energy flux from 141S-2 should be constant during the
testing time, we would expect n = 0.6. A straight line with this
slope is shown faired through the data points measured from the shadow
photographs in NJS-2 for the fast shock. Agreement is satisfactory,
but for the points beyond n 30 ps, a slope of 0.715 would fit as well.
The data measured from interferograms (where scatter of the data is
smaller) made for fast and slow shock runs in SJS-2 indicate that the
exponent should be nu 0.715. So, for all runs in both simulators, the
power law describing the outer shock wave's growth has the same
exponent. Only the proportionality constant is different, because the
initial conditions are different for each run.

The inner shock motion also appears to obey a power law variation,
but its behavior is not as predictable as that of the outer shock.

18. J. I. Erdos and P. D. Del Guidice, "Gas Dynanics of Muzzle Blast,"
AIAA Paper No. 74-532, AIAA 7th Fluid and Plasma Dynanics
Conference, Palo Alto, CA, June 1974. Also BRL Contract Rciport
149, April 1974. (AD #920194L)
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V. CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that the technique of passively Q-switching the
ruby laser can be applied profitably to photograph transient phenomena
using the techniques described in this paper. Because of the high
mirror rotation speeds used in these experiments (very fast film
writing speed) and the fast shock wave velocities, the laser rod must
be of select quality to prevent blurring of images due to overly-
long pulse duration. Our success ratio was good, despite the lack of
precise control of our events.

The most meaningful and accurate data were obtained when several
photographs were made for a single run using the sequence laser light
source; for, although the shock velocity was repeatable to ± 2% for the
shadowgrams made for zeparate runs, scatter of the data made it
difficult to draw firm conclusions.

The results suggest that: 1) the time for formation of the inner
shock scales directly with the ratio of sound speed behind each shock
wave for the conditions at exit, and with the. ratio of tube diameters;
2) once the inner shock is complete, the outer and inner shocks have
a closely spherical shape and the flow field is quasi-steady; 3) the
two shocks expand from the same apparent center so that all measure-
ments can be related to the outer shock "radius" which obeys a power
law variation in time. However, it may not be appropriate to try to
correlate the experimental data with blast theory for a point source,
because in our case, we have a rather large source (relative to our
proximity to it), which is distributed over a circular cross-section.

MJS-l must be used to make interferograms of projectiles being
launched using air as a driver gas and air as a receiver gas. MJS-2
is unsuitable, because the turbulent driver gas destroys the fringe
pattern. However, MJS-2 was especially useful in obtaining shadow
photographs and pressure measurements in the flow field with less man-
power.
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Figure 1. Cross-Section of Muzzle Jet Flow Simulator, MJS-l
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Figure 2. Cross-Section of Muzzle Jet Flow Simulator, MJS-2
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Figure 3 (To the right):
Plan View of the Optical Set-up TUEMACH -ZENDER

DYE HEAD ABSORPTION IN TERFE ROME TER
CELL FILTER

-LASER - DFUECAVITY 'FROSTED 'LASS)

"LOW
01 RE T ION

ROTATING FIL

I MIRPOR(m21

-TIME 
1 0

Figure 4: Simultaneously-Triggered Dual Beam Oscilloscope Traces:
Static Pressure Hear the Muzzle of MJS-l (upper trace);
Sequence of Laser Multiple-Pulses (lower trace).

a. 20Ous b. 35 us c. 49 ps

Figure 5: Sequence of Multiple-Pulse Laser Interferograms in MJS-l
for a Single Run in Air. A =6943A; M5 S 4.5; pep

'75; M e > 1; Writing Speed '~16.2mm/us
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a. 18.5 ps b. 34 vs c. 49 vs

Figure 6: Sequence of Multiple-Pulse Laser Interferograms in

MJS-2 for a Single Run in Air. x 6943A; M Se 2.8;

Pe'c /p. 7; M e> 1; Writing Speed 18.6mm/ius
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Figure 9a: Spark Shadowgraph of Pancake Gage
(see the insert) in the Flow

Lvie

Figure 9b: Spark Shadowgraph of Pitot Pressure Gage
(see the iisert) in the Flow
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I 0O.264 ATM

PRESSURE]j..3AT

TIME 2O s

Figure 10: Oscilloscope Traces of Static Pressure Measured as in
Figure 9a. Sensing Element Location from the Muzzle:

26mm (upper trace), -- 82in (lower trace).

EI litlihlit 'J - 7.24 ATM

PRESSUREE E E E h.8AT

TIME

Figure 11: Oscilloscope Traces of Pitot Pressure Measured as in
Figure 9b. Sensing Element Location from the Muzzle:

32mm (upper trace); ' 86mm (lower trace).
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a. Inner Shock Wave. b. Outer Shock Wave

Figure 12: Contours Showing Motion of the Shock Waves in Time.
Times should be reduced by -, 6.5 ps to be elapsed
times after exit from the muzzle.
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Figure 13: Peak Static Pressure and Pitot Pressure Measured Behind
the Shock Wave, as in Figures 9-11. Times are the
same as on Figure 12.
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Figure 14: Inner and Outer Shock Positions on the Jet Axis as

Functions of Elapsed Time After Exit from the
Muzzle. Shock Position is in Multiples of
Diameters of the Tube in MJS-1.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a local sound speed

L1 , L2, L3  lenses on Figure 3

M = u/a Mach No. of gas behind the shock wave

Ms = U s/a Mach No. of the shock wave

M14 M2  mirrors on Figure 3

p pressure

t time

X distance measured from the muzzle

X wavelength of observing light

n power law exponent

Subscripts

c denotes apparent center of expanding shock wave

e conditions at muzzle exit

i denotes inner shock wave

o denotes outer shock wave

Cconditions in ambient gas
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